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PERSONAL TRUST – VALUE PROPOSITION
To provide personal, professional investment management, financial planning and
ancillary financial services to our clients and their families:
PERSONAL SERVICE AND TRUSTED RELATIONSHIPS
-

Build long-term, personal relationships of trust and care with our clients and their families to ensure their and future
generations’ financial security and well-being.

-

Provide excellent, ‘old-fashioned’ personal and caring service to our clients on an ongoing basis.

-

Provide care and support to clients in difficult family situations through our social wellness initiative.

HOLISTIC FINANCIAL PLANNING
-

Provide holistic management of client affairs under one roof – Investment Management, Financial and Estate
planning, Tax, Wills, Trustee services and Administration of deceased estates.

-

Deal with one Trust Officer who manages all elements of clients’ affairs with Personal Trust.

-

Gain a detailed and thorough understanding of our clients’ financial needs and family set-up, ensuring all-encompassing advice on investments and estate planning.

-

Determine clear and understandable financial and investment goals and develop portfolios and a financial plan as
a roadmap to achieving these goals.

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE AND RISK
-

To protect and grow clients’ capital over the long term based on their investment mandate and agreed risk profile.

-

Target consistent and competitive investment performance through an experienced investment team and a robust
investment decision-making process.

-

Provide cost effective investment solutions through our in-house asset management offering.

EASE OF ADMINISTRATION
-

Provide cash management and other administrative services to clients who are less able to manage these aspects of
their own affairs.

INVESTMENT BEHAVIOUR AND DISCIPLINE
-

Instil financial discipline and encourage clients to improve their financial behaviour through close relationships and
ongoing monitoring and review of their portfolio and financial plan.

-

Improve the clients’ investment decisions by understanding the behavioural and emotional biases of investing. Emotional and irrational decisions are the largest destroyer of investor value.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT BELINDA DANKS ON 021 689 8975
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David Anderson, Personal Trust client, is Editor of Personal Opinions

Throughout the world at the present time the
man in the street; employer, employee and
the unemployed; investor and pensioner is
concerned, and has been significantly affected, by the economic crisis created by
the Covid-19 pandemic.
To all Personal Trust clients I, as a fellow
client, have two pieces of advice: (a) Stay
calm – have faith in your qualified and experienced Trust Officer (b) have confidence
in the Investment Management team.
Personal Trust now has in excess of 5,000
clients, consisting of those still in employment and pensioners enjoying a well-earned
retirement. Understandably, we are all nervous. Prior to the spread of Covid-19, the
global economy was already vulnerable,
the epidemic proving to be the trigger that
led to the present market turmoil. Emerging markets are particularly exposed and
South Africa especially, Moody’s downgrade resulting in the long-threatened ‘junk
status’ rating.
We, as Personal Trust clients, are fortunate
in that we are all members of a rather special family. With total confidence we have
invested or are still investing our capital or
we are pensioners drawing on our investments. We can be sure that Glenn Moore,
Senior investment Manager, who thrives
on ‘contrarian’ investing, will be looking
for the appropriate time at which to buy
suitable stock in the present depressed market. Mark Huxter and Anda Tyali have

written an excellent article on the current
economic situation and the opportunities
for investment.
Financial commentators are likening the
economic situation to that following the
October 1929 stock market crash and
that of 2008-2009, while scientists and
epidemiologists are making comparisons
with the 1918 Spanish Flu. We cannot
gainsay these analogies, yet there has been
no panic and no run on the Banks. The rand
hit a low of 19.08 against the dollar on
23 April; today, 5 June it stands at 16.81.
Similarly, the JSE ALSI index dropped from
59001 on 17 January to 37963 on 19
March. Today, it has recovered to 53870.
With Winter approaching, it is likely that
Southern Hemisphere countries (South Africa included) will experience a more virulent attack of the coronavirus. However, we
have had more time to prepare than Europe
was accorded and we have been able to
learn from mistakes made by countries in
their attempts to deal with the pandemic …
but markets may again be affected.
Economies will recover and a vaccine
against Covid-19 will be discovered. The
world will be a different place to that which
we knew before the coronavirus and the
stock market decline. Instead of nationalism and isolationism, we hope that people
– and countries – will have learnt to live
together.

Lockdown

How strange!
We’re all in isolation
Yet
Have you, like me
Greeted more people on the Royal Mile?
WhatsApped, Skyped or Zoomed
Friends from long ago?
Come closer to your family
Though they are far away?
We’ve discovered connectivity
Greater consideration
Care, compassion and
Concern for others.
Have you learnt to pray,
No matter who or where your
God may be,
For those in want
The poor and unemployed
The sick who are so fearful
Of coronavirus death?
Isolation has brought togetherness
Thoughtfulness for other people
The joy of giving …
May world leaders work together
To find what we have found
Generosity of spirit
And peace within ourselves.
(The Royal Mile is the main road inside Peers Retirement Village)
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Thando Gobe provides an update.
Mark Huxter and Anda Tyali discuss the current economic situation.
Renette Hendriks reminds us of the importance of having a valid Will.

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF MY BUDGET

Loren Godet discusses the importance of reviewing one’s budget at the present time.
Dr Hloni Bookholane describes his experiences during Lockdown in the USA.
Keith Scott provides information regarding new SARS deadlines and the Master’s and
Deeds offices.

Greig Phillips answers questions on share dividend payments and mortgage interest rates.
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A Letter from the MD
Thando Gobe, Personal Trust’s Managing
Director, provides an update for our readers.
As we reach the 2nd quarter-end of 2020, we live in a world that is very different from
what we anticipated when we held our business planning meeting four months ago.
The last few months have been a challenging time for all. We have all been at home for
what feels like an eternity. We have been separated physically from our families, friends,
colleagues and places that heal us. We have all been deprived of certain liberties, and
the sudden change in life patterns has left most of us emotionally scarred, even if this
is not yet plain to see. We are faced with the quiet, yet persistent question: ‘Is this a
permanent change?’
A lot has been said and written about the decision to Lockdown, and indeed the rules that
have come with it. The short term frustration and, at times, anger is understandable when
it comes to some of the rules. However, we must not lose sight of the fact that we are
living in unprecedented times. No person alive today has been faced with this situation.
It is thus essential to look back to other times of global crisis and remember the values
and attitudes that helped us triumph.
The one thing that the Covid-19 pandemic has achieved is to unmask the litany of crises
we have been living with in South Africa. Our collective urgency in responding to this crisis
is long overdue when it comes to issues like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inequality and poverty
the structure of the South African economy
chronic diseases that can be cured
the energy crisis
the climate emergency
lack of preparation for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
lack of accountability and governance
etc.

to shut down all offices when Lockdown was announced. This was not an easy decision as
it meant some staff members had to work around the clock to ensure that we were set up
to continue with our services with no disruption to our clients. Nine weeks into working
remotely, I can say we have been successful in this move, and we owe a big thank you
to the teams who worked tirelessly to make this possible.
Given that we do not know how long this pandemic will last, or when a vaccine will be
successfully developed, we will err on the side of caution. This means that we intend
to allow staff to work remotely for the foreseeable future and will continue to support
them to ensure that they have the infrastructure to continue servicing clients. There have
been, and will continue to be, a few cases where staff will need to come into the office
or meet elsewhere to facilitate the exchange of documents with clients etc. We have
made the necessary changes at our offices and have guidelines in place to ensure all this
can happen safely.
Covid-19 has also necessitated a shift to digital for most businesses, and Personal Trust is
no different. For a while now, we have been working on our digital presence, and we will
be putting even more focus on this to ensure our clients can access important information
seamlessly. As a start we have held our first investment webinar, which was very well
supported. We will be looking to do more digitally to ensure we stay in touch.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
Personal Trust is delighted to announce the appointment of two additional members to
our Audit Committee earlier this year.
During our search, we were pleased to receive candidates of such good standing and with
such extensive pertinent knowledge and experience. I am pleased to announce these
recent appointments and to welcome

It is high time we put commercial and political interests aside and act as one when it
comes to these issues.

•

Deborah Tickle: to join the Personal Trust group Audit Committee as a Committee
member, and to join Personal Trust Nominees (Pty) Ltd as a non-Executive Director .

EASING LOCKDOWN

•

Mike Kane: to join the Personal Trust group Audit Committee as a Committee member,
and to join Personal Trust Management Company as a non-Executive Director.

We are now in the midst of opening up our economy with positive Covid-19 cases rapidly
multiplying at a far greater rate than when we closed down. The authorities have told
us that Lockdown was necessary to buy time to allow our fragile health care system to
prepare for what is to come.
For most, Lockdown fatigue has set in. This, as well as realisation that government cannot afford the cost of a hard Lockdown, has seen a welcome response to the easing of
Lockdown measures. The reality, however, is that we do not know where and when the
peak of the pandemic will be; and we should continue to take personal responsibility for
our health and the health of those around us.

PERSONAL TRUST UPDATE
It is important to touch on how we are doing, and what the impact has been on our
operations.
As you already know, we have had to cancel all functions and events for the foreseeable
future.
As an essential service, we were allowed to continue operating from our business premises
during Lockdown. However, as a responsible business that can work remotely, we decided

We are delighted to welcome both Deborah and Mike to the Personal Trust team. Both
bring considerable experience to the Audit Committee and the respective Boards that they
serve on. Deborah has been with KPMG for over 31 years and, although recently retired as
partner, she continues to provide KPMG Cape Town with part-time tax consulting services.  
Deborah was invited to join the Davies Tax Committee in 2015, and currently provides
lecturing support to UCT for two Masters’ programmes in Tax. Mike has more than 30
years of management, finance and consulting experience. These have principally been as
leader of EY’s Advisory and Management Consulting teams. For the past 6 years, Mike
served as COO to a Financial Advisor to an Offshore Fund, and assisted with the oversight
of operations, financial recording, and reporting, including risk and governance of the fund.
Deborah and Mike, together with the other Audit Committee members (Philip Strachan,
Keith Andrews, John Bester and Thando Gobe) fulfil a valuable service to Personal Trust,
and assist the Board by meeting with the auditors independently of management, reviewing
the financial reporting of the group, ensuring the auditors independence, assisting with
internal and business risk control, reviewing IT, Compliance and Corporate Governance,
and reviewing industry regulatory and corporate governance.
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This is a good world and full
of investment opportunities

Mark Huxter (Fund Manager) and Anda Tyali (Equity Analyst)
discuss the current economic situation and opportunities for
investment
“When in doubt, do the courageous thing” – Jan Smuts.
Current stock market price patterns look surprisingly like those
of 2009 and the global financial crisis. The big difference for
investors may be the knock-on effect of low interest rates and the
massive and unprecedented stimulus from central banks and governments. Expect continued bouts of volatility to continue (good
for active managers).
As Covid-19 spread from China to the rest of the world, global
equity markets lost as much as over 30% of their value from the
beginning of the year to mid-March. The Nasdaq was the bestperforming of the major indices in the Western World, registering
only a 23.6% drop in that period of broad-based sell-off. Because
the virus was largely under control in China, their CSI (Commodity
Selection Index) lost only as little as 14%, with Hong Kong bottoming out at 20% losses.
From those March lows, equities staged a sharp recovery. The JSE,
along with the US indices, all gained over 30% in the ensuing
six-week period, with European and Japanese equities producing gains of greater that 22%. China and Hong Kong equities
recovered to the tune of 12% and 13.5%, respectively, capping
one of the most volatile two-month stretches in living memory. At
the time of writing, the JSE is down 10% on the year. Globally,
equities are down 7%−15% except for the tech-heavy Nasdaq,
which is up 4%.
Moving forward, there can be no thriving economic life until families

and individuals feel comfortable returning to their normal daily
lives, including in many cases their place of work, without undue
fear of disease and death. So, hopefully, as Human Psychology
and Behavioural Science trigger a post Covid-19 response, we
will see humanity celebrate ‘normality’ and ‘survival’ and be witness to the Roaring 2020s!
US Federal Reserve (Fed) Chairman, Jerome Powell, said recently
that the Fed was “not out of ammunition by a long shot,” indicating that it could expand its lending programmes and tweak its
asset purchase programmes. His comments helped boost market
confidence that the Fed will do whatever it takes to support the
US economy, while a $500 billion aid package to help the European Union has served in fuelling the risk-on trading that we
are witnessing.
On this basis we remain positive on equities, less so as regards
Bonds which, while offering portfolio “insurance”, are an incredibly expensive insurance − and the less said about cash the better!
WHY positive on equities? We believe the unprecedented stimulus
from central banks and governments will eventually stabilise the
global economy and drive asset prices higher.
A brief reference to Covid-19, which has given the NCC (National
Command Council), formed under the National State of Disaster,
unlimited powers and is not subject to parliamentary oversight or
required to explain the rationale behind its “scientific” decisions.
Government officials can, on a whim, write laws to decide what
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season’s clothes you can buy or prohibit the purchase of others.
Importantly, with the suspension of liberties, South African civil
society and business need to call out the ANC as to accountability
and the return to the tenets of the constitution, as soon as possible.

material setbacks and allow for the market recovery to continue in
coming weeks. Despite our view that the rally is likely to still have
legs, we continue to favour broad diversification when investing
in these challenging times.

Foreign funding is vital, but the snag is that it would come with
conditions. Though the IMF has become more flexible, and its
conditions are designed to restore macroeconomic stability and
lay a sustainable basis for growth, such adjustments are seldom
painless. Beware the Chinese bearing gifts − China, Africa’s largest bilateral creditor, is likely to agree to delay but not forgive its
$152 billion of loans, an approach at odds with prior forbearance
plans from groups including the Paris Club, according to a top
Johns Hopkins University researcher.

In Equities, we still favour sectors such as technology and noncyclicals, which account for about 70% of the S&P 500 market
capitalisation; also, IT, Healthcare and Energy are holding up in
DM (Developed Markets) and, while EM (Emerging Market) equities
is an attractive asset class, South Africa is less so aside from the
Rand-Hedge space. For EM and EU to outperform the S&P 500,
three conditions are required:

Reserve Bank governor Lesetja Kganyago explained to the Financial
Mail, before the monetary policy committee’s closed period, that
South Africa’s persistently high long-term borrowing costs “reflect
the assessment of most of the buyers of our debt worldwide that
the level is getting too high relative to our capacity to pay it back
— given our real growth rate.”

2) US dollar enters extended bear market

Government borrowing will surge post the Covid-19 pandemic,
placing immense strain on South Africa’s public finances. If the
state is unable to raise growth and reduce the deficit, South Africa
as a stable investment destination could be headed for rejection by
speculators and eventually investors alike. This despite our country’s smooth exit from the world government bond index (WGBI)
on April 30 which proved to be a damp squib — foreigners had
withdrawn early, dumping R55 billion of SA bonds in March and
a further R15.9 billion in April. Investors’ departure was a reaction
to Emerging Markets’ weak growth prospects generally, as well
as South Africa’s specific shortcomings, including low business
confidence and an alarming debt trajectory.
As public sector wage talks stall once again, during the conciliation phase of the dispute settlement process, arbitration appears
to be the next step. The dust-up between SAA business rescue
practitioners and trade unions, representing workers, over mass
retrenchments at SAA has the “can” kicked down the road. It is
staggering to believe that there is any rational framework for a
resuscitated SAA − and Eskom still lurks in the background.
These SOE (State Owned Enterprise) strategic failures, paired with
the rising level of CCMA (Commission for Conciliation, Mediation
and Arbitration) applications for retrenchments and the growing
number of business rescue requests, paint a dire local picture,
presenting meaningful downside risks to analysts’ already grim
−6.5% growth forecast. For the rand to sustain current levels,
markets will look to the SARB to provide further economic relief
through rate cuts; hopefully 1.0% by September.
In conclusion, we see massive money-market holdings among
investors suggesting that pent-up investment needs, negative real
yields as well as fiscal and monetary stimulus should limit any

1) China’s economy should embark on a cyclical recovery
3) Global equity sector leadership rotates from growth to value
stocks = resource-related and banks.
As highlighted, we see global bonds as an expensive insurance
policy; we remain cautious on IG (Investment Grade) bonds but
recommend an overweight position. Despite IG bonds having a
lower yield than HY (High-Yield) bonds and EM Hard Currency
Bonds, this comes with considerably lower risk, especially as IG
enjoys strong support thanks to the Fed’s and other Central Banks’
bond buying programme. Government bonds’ current pricing implies that as a class they will miss out on the upside in the coming
decade, after being a star performer for much of the past 40 years.
Given our view on bonds and by implication interest rates, it is a
rebound in the performance of EM carry trades that is therefore
needed before global growth, cyclical plays, and yields can durably rebound. EM carry trades describe a strategy best used to
take advantage of inter-country differences in interest rates, while
also relying on EM currency strength to be successful. They are,
thus, an excellent leading indicator for global growth because they
are a mechanism via which global liquidity is allocated around the
world. So, until there is life in the carry trade, we are constructive
towards the US dollar above any other currency cross.
In the alternate investment space, the overweight in commodities
remains, but we now expect energy to outperform other parts of
the broader commodity complex over the near term. A few REITS
(Real Estate Investment Trusts) are attractive from a yield perspective but geography and selection remain important as all are not
equal; which highlights the need for thoughtful and process-based
stock picking in this sector.
Finally cash, and the human love affair with cash, exposes the frailties of fear and greed in “Behavioural Science” and will continue
to be a concerning asset class given negative real yields as well
as fiscal and monetary stimulus across the globe. Going forward,
it will be a diminished and less of a defensive play, as inflationary
expectations ignite.
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Your Will –

A time to reflect and review
Renette Hendriks, Director and head of Personal Trust’s Fiduciary Department,
reminds us of the importance of having a valid Will and reviewing this regularly.

In these uncertain times we must appreciate the small advantages
of having time on our hands. We should use this time wisely to
pause and reflect on what we deem to be important in our lives.
One of the things we tend to avoid, especially when we are still
fairly young, is to think about our own mortality. By trying to shelter
our loved ones from the reality and finality of it by not dealing
with the subject, we are more than likely just adding to the trauma
by not having all our ducks in a row when we leave this earth.
A valid Will is the most important legacy you can leave. It not
only shortens the period in which your estate is wound up but, if
properly planned and structured, it may lead to substantial estate
duty savings. The Wills Act, Act 7 of 1953, sets out strict guidelines pertaining to the validity of Wills by determining who may
execute a Will, who may sign as a witness, how a Will should be
amended and the formal requirements that need to be adhered to.
It is thus important to seek professional guidance when drafting
and executing your Will.
As part of our holistic approach to client affairs, we urge you to
review your Will at least once a year. Our specialised Fiduciary

Department will gladly assist you with the planning and drafting
thereof.
Make sure you and your family members have valid, well planned
Wills in line with your personal needs and that you have appointed
an Executor that will give effect thereto in a timeous and professional manner.

How to go about amendments and signing
of Wills during Lockdown?
You may contact your Trust Officer or me as per normal via email
or telephone and we will send you your amended Will via email
or courier. If you are happy with the contents thereof you may
sign it in the presence of two independent witnesses (your nearest
Police Office will assist if need be) and keep the original signed
document in a safe place until you are able to return the original to
us for safekeeping. We have staff in the office who will be able to
assist you in arranging a courier or who will receive the document
if you wish to personally deliver it to our offices.
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Questions ?
Answers !
Greig Phillips, Trust Officer, answers questions from our clients.

Q
A

During this difficult time for the financial sector and
specifically banks, what possible implications will there
be for ordinary and preference shareholders?

It has been publicised that some global central banks
have been urging their respective commercial banks to
withhold from paying ordinary dividends and executive
bonuses for 2020. This has been broadly well received and has
been seen as the responsible and prudent thing to do. The reasoning
behind this is to preserve capital, as the economic fallout from the
coronavirus pandemic remains uncertain.
South Africa’s big banks are likely to suspend all ordinary dividend
pay-outs for six months and curb discretionary staff bonuses,
adhering to guidance from the regulators. The guidelines are an
update to a previous note published on March 26; they are not
instructions and so banks will be able to decide for themselves on
what route they will be taking.
“The principle is: Keep as much ammunition in the armoury as
you possibly can,” says Kuben Naidoo, chief executive officer of
South Africa’s Prudential Authority and deputy governor of the
Reserve Bank.
Should banks follow these recommended guidelines, the current
dividend payments being withheld will only affect ordinary
dividend payments, not preference share dividends. For now,
preference shareholders will still be entitled to their dividends.

Q
A

Should I consider fixing my mortgage rate now?

With the Reserve Bank cutting interest rates quite
aggressively this year, you may be inclined to think
that perhaps now is the time to fix your interest rate on
your mortgage bond?
In trying to decipher this question, I think it is important to first
define the two most common interest rate options: fixed and
variable interest rates. I will refer to a previous article I wrote on
the difference between the two.
A variable interest rate loan is a loan in which the interest rate
charged on the outstanding balance varies as market interest
rates change. As a result, your payments will vary as well.
The interest charged on the loan will be directly impacted by
an increase or decrease in the repurchase (repo) rate by the
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the South African Reserve
Bank (SARB). A variable home loan, naturally, can be suitable in
an environment where interest rates are falling.
With a fixed loan, the rate and repayment will remain the same
for the duration of the fixed term, no matter what market interest
rates do. Generally, a fixed rate option would be advisable in
a rising interest rate environment or for those clients wanting to
manage their expenses over a specific time horizon. The fixed
rate which is set is higher than the base home rate; you have the
advantage of being protected against a scenario of increasing
rates. If you are worried about a financial outlook which could
bring about increased interest rates in the future, a fixed-rate
home loan allows you to guard against this eventuality. Banks
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typically offer 2-year fixed options and would hedge the rate to
adjust for possible hikes over the period to protect themselves.
One should always keep in mind that lenders of funds (banks)
are not non-profit organisations. You can be assured that they will
try to give themselves the upper hand as far as possible. If they
are offering you a fixed rate, you can be certain that they have
weighed up all their potential risks and
will try to place the odds in their favour.
They will want to be compensated, for
taking on the risk of fixing your interest
rate for a period of time determined by
respective banks.

economic impact, will deter the SARB governors from reversing
this trend for quite some time. The economy will need all the relief
that it can get! In my humble view, now would be an appropriate
time to enter into a variable interest rate loan as opposed to
a fixed loan. Everyone has their own unique circumstances,
so please always get financial advice, catered to your specific
requirements before making such a big decision.

SOUTH AFRICA INTEREST RATE

The SARB has effectively slashed its
repo rate by just over 42% within the
first five months of this year, largely
in response to the Covid-19 economic
turmoil.
South Africa, along with most
economies around the world, is
currently experiencing a decreasing
interest rate environment. The fear
factor surrounding Covid-19, and the
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A critical review of

my budget

Loren Godet, Associate Director and Trust Officer, discusses why and how one should
review one’s budget during this difficult time.
We face many uncertainties, and no one can be sure when we
can resume our normal daily activities.
Self-employed individuals may be concerned regarding their lack
of income or very limited income. Salaried employees could be
concerned over potential salary cuts if this lockdown continues or
semi-lockdown periods continue for a long time.

Take care not to cancel important items when your income is limited:
·

Medical aid contributions – do not cancel your medical
aid. Now is the time to take care of your health, and peace
of mind regarding this cover is important.

·

Long-term insurance (e.g. life, disability and critical illness cover) – do not cancel your life cover if your family is
financially dependent on this cover. Cancelling and applying
later for disability and critical illness cover will eventually cost
you more in terms of premiums. Remember, this type of cover
gets more expensive as we get older and the risk increases
for the insurer.

·

Mortgage repayments – contact your bank and ask for their
advice. Only request a payment holiday when there is no other
option. You will still have to pay all the outstanding liabilities;
postponing them will not make them go away. Another option
is to request a reduction in your monthly repayment, especially
now that the Reserve Bank has recently reduced the interest
rate by more than 2%.

Retirees may be concerned about their finances and whether their
incomes will be affected.
Many of us have extra time to reflect on life, family, careers, environmental, social and economic changes – maybe we should
use the time to reflect and revise our budgets too.
A budget should be in writing and reviewed from time to time.
Why? Having an idea of your budget in your head is not accurate enough and will not necessarily lead you to scrutinise your
budget and make the necessary changes. Not having a budget at
all means you are planning to fail and do not give your finances
serious thought. Or maybe your finances are stretched every month
and not seeing a budget in writing makes you feel less anxious
about the situation?
The budget sheet at the end of this article is simple and can be
compiled for one or two individuals, or a family.
The following tips may help:

During lockdown most of us are saving on transport, social entertainment, general shopping, restaurant visits, beauty and hair
treatments, sport events etc.

·

Use your shopping slips or keep them for the next two or three
months to get an average of your monthly expenses. Obviously,
your entertainment expenses will not be accurate whilst we are
in lockdown!

These savings can help during lockdown, and you should consider
adding these savings to your emergency fund. We all need an
emergency fund for sudden and unforeseen events such as: the
washing machine needs repair; the electric gate is faulty; a flat
tyre must be replaced; medical expenses not covered by medical
aid; stolen items need to be replaced when the insurance does
not cover them. An emergency fund should be in cash and easy
to access but separate from your daily bank/card transactions.
Speak to your Trust Officer if self-discipline and dipping into this
emergency fund is a problem for you. Personal Trust has a Money
Market division and we can keep the funds on your behalf in various interest earning deposit accounts.

·

Try to separate expenses that are fixed (medical aid) and variable (clothing accounts) and look critically at items which are
absolutely necessary and which ones are ‘nice to have’. The
latter is often where we fail to make adjustments.

It is not advisable to cover unforeseen expenses, or regular, planned
expenses (e.g. vehicle services) from investments. These expenses
should be part of your budget and not covered from your investment portfolio.

·

Do not forget to budget for quarterly, bi-annual and annual
expenses like vehicle services, gifts, club fees etc.

·

Another common mistake is to list all expenses and at the end
determine how much money is left for savings, if any. You will
notice on the budget sheet that savings is at the top of the
expenses list. It should be a priority and not a balancing item
at the end of the budget process.

Budget challenges are a reality for many people but ignoring the
problem will not resolve the issue and constant worries about it
could affect your health eventually. Taking control of your finances
starts by setting a budget and monitoring your expenses. It often
starts with awareness. We encourage you to set a budget or
review your budget, and perhaps you will discover that you have
been wasting money that could have been used more effectively.

·

Use your monthly bank statement to get the figures, and do
not forget the credit cards! Two items that people in general
are unsure of or do not track regularly are:

		

1) food expenses

		

2) entertainment expenses
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Personal Budget of
MONTHLY INCOME

Date:
Client

Spouse/
Partner

MONTHLY EXPENSES

Salary (after deductions)

Personal investment savings

Average commission

Debit orders for unit trusts, retirement

Average overtime

annuities, etc.

Rental income

Fixed & variable expenses

Pension

Groceries

Other (specify):

Transport costs/petrol

Client

Spouse/
Partner

Vehicle repayments
Household maintenance & security
Water & electricity
Short-term insurance (car & household)
Long-term insurance (e.g. life cover)
Municipal rates & taxes
Home loan instalment
Rent
Telephone & cell phone
Internet subscription/fees
School & university fees
Clothing expenses
Toiletries, hair, etc.
Pharmacy (non-medical aid claims)
Domestic wages & garden services
Alimony/family maintenance
DSTV or other
Bank charges
Car tracking fee
Other (specify)

Other annual & ad hoc expenses to consider for budget
purposes
Vehicle registration fees
Vehicle services
Birthday gifts
Vet fees
Sport and club fees
Other (specify)
TOTAL

TOTAL
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COVID-19:
What a time
to be alive

Greig Phillips, Trust Officer, introduces Dr. Hloni
Bookholane, a close friend and client, who is currently
studying towards his Master’s at John Hopkins University in the USA. Hloni tells us about his experiences
there during the coronavirus pandemic.
About the Author
Hloni Bookholane is a medical doctor who graduated with his MBChB from the University of Cape Town. He is a Fulbright Scholar and currently studying for a Master of
Public Health degree at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore. Hloni has a passion
for organ donation and transplantation, and chronic kidney disease, complex topics around which his research
focuses within the South African context. He has been privileged to interact with and receive mentorship from
highly regarded transplant surgeons and nephrologists in South Africa and in the United States. When he is
not doing or talking medicine, he might be nose deep in a good book, or training for his next (ultra) marathon.
Twitter: @HloniBookholane
This global pandemic has been an interesting, frightening and
unprecedented period. In the zeitgeist of breaking news, emotionally triggering headlines, and the unfortunate reality of death and
dying – the words of Charles Dickens, written nearly 160 years
ago, still ring true in 2020. “It was the best of times; it was the
worst of times.”

teered at the Johns Hopkins Medicine Unified Command Center
which forms part of the Incident Command Center. Here, my role
is to triage, direct and re-direct phone calls in the call centre.
Though very different to my role as a doctor within a hospital – I
have learnt to see that which is seldom seen, let alone exalted, as
doctors and nurses have been during Covid-19.

In June 2019 it was the best of times when I moved to the United
States after being awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to attend the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health to read for a
Master of Public Health (MPH). Time flies – it has been 11 months
already and, at the time of writing, my Master’s thesis has been
submitted and I was due to present my work.

The frontlines are armoured by doctors and nurses, but also essential employees in administration, health and rehabilitation,
information technology, laboratories, and the pharmacy. Though
it often goes without saying, custodial, food and beverage, and
maintenance staff are just as essential. Together they form an army
of complementary forces.

Since March 2020, I have also written and co-authored scientific
papers, editorials, opinion pieces and letters to the editor which
have focused on health systems in low and middle- income countries (LMIC), public health, and essential frontline workers during
Covid-19. As a doctor, I know it is tough on the front lines. The
difficulty preceded the pandemic, but it is worse now, and I can
relate to those fighting the apparently unwinnable battle. I am
not in the US in my capacity as a doctor, nor am I licensed to see
patients. Despite this, I still have a visceral reaction to the struggles
my friends and colleagues are experiencing at their respective
New York City, Boston, and Connecticut hospitals. I can imagine
the ward rounds, discussing pathophysiology, cause and effect;
ordering serial laboratory tests to monitor this organ function, and
titrating that treatment to effect. Moving swiftly along to the next
patient, rinsing and repeating this process. Increasing admissions
into intensive care units, dwindling critical care supplies, and constantly breaking bad news to families. This is the worst of times.

It is this complement of forces that is required to respond to outbreaks and pandemics; it is not only health care workers who
are required. Be it public health, the private sector, or national
government(s); these entities are required to work together through
inter-sectoral collaboration (ISC).

Despite this, doctors, nurses and their helpers continue to make
gallant efforts, like many others around the country and the world.
However, as health systems become overwhelmed, they (health
care workers) have no time or space to be human. They work
longer hours, remain away from home, and are sometimes isolated from their own families and loved ones. They prioritise the
unwell and everything else but themselves while their emotional
tax accumulates compound interest. Emotional ruin – yet another
occupational hazard for doctors.
While I am not able to help in a patient care role, I have volun-

The ability of these sectors to cooperate and work together can
either potentiate or hinder any one country’s ability to mount an
effective response to problems affecting the health and safety
of a population. However, “one size fits all” approaches have
been critiqued, because no two countries are the same. As such,
ISC allows for the establishment of context specific and tailored
approaches, while drawing on the expertise and various human
resources that a country has.
As we forge forward, the expected and unintended consequences
of country-wide lockdowns and other measures put in place to taper
the course of the corona virus continue to emerge. On balance,
South Africa’s efforts to flatten the curve have been successful.
They have allowed the health system to put measures in place
for the inevitable surge of cases. Though some might argue that
the success has been at the expense of the economy, it would be
imprudent for us to view the economy in isolation, or any other
entity that has been negatively affected. These systems and entities
are all connected; without people, there is no economy. Therefore,
as we move forward in these unprecedented times and equally
uncertain futures, I think it best to keep in mind the words of a
great Russian author, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, who said: “Everyone
is responsible to everyone for everything.”
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Keith Scott, Trust Officer, provides important information for taxpayers and those needing to deal with the Master’s and Deeds Offices.

The South African Revenue Service, the Master’s Office and the Deeds Office during Covid-19:
SARS and the Master’s Office have made various changes to important dates and their operations during the Covid-19 pandemic.

SARS:
·

Between 1 June 2020 and 31 August 2020, you will have the opportunity to engage with SARS to make sure that your
personal tax data is in order and up to date; this includes banking details and physical/postal addresses.

·

Tax return filing dates for Non-Provisional taxpayers have been moved later and will take place between 1 September and 16
November 2020. Should you wish to submit your return via a SARS branch, this will have to be done by 22 October 2020.

·

Provisional taxpayers will have until 31 January 2021 to file their tax return.

SARS have also taken the step to do auto-assessments on individual taxpayers during August this year. Should you accept the outcome
of your auto-assessment, you will not need to submit a tax return at all. If you happen to disagree with the auto-assessment, the above
dates will apply to you.

Master’s and Deeds Offices:
The Master’s and Deeds Offices have reopened their offices, but they have warned that they will be operating with a third of their
normal staff on a rotational basis. Lodgments at the offices are currently possible; however, we do expect a backlog of work due to
the period when the offices were completely closed and given the fact that they are running on minimum staff.
Both offices closed temporarily due to virus scares but have reopened again since. We continue to work with them as efficiently as
possible, knowing that there is the prospect that they might have to temporarily close again.
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